
I. The dilemma of functionality
doctrine in design protection

Designs as a special kind of subject matter eligible for
intellectual property protection are characterized by the
multiple roles they are playing since their inception. In
terms of aesthetic expression, a design conveys to the pub⁃
lic an ornamental effect, which is a form of expressing an ar⁃
tistic concept rather than a technical solution; in terms of in⁃
dustrial application, any pursuit of aesthetic function must
be manifested through a concrete industrial product, and
its ornamental effect cannot exist independently of the func⁃
tion of the product. This composite attribute of integrating
artistry and practicality within the same product highlights
the value of the functionality doctrine, namely, separating
the protection for designs from that for industrial technical
solutions of inventions and utility models, so as to ensure
public access to the free domain for design and maintain a
balance between rights protection and free competition. De⁃
spite this, controversy of various degrees surrounding the
functionality doctrine in design protection exists on both le⁃
gal and practical levels.
1. Differences on legal level
In China, the patent law does not have any provision re⁃

lating to functional design features, although the Supreme
People’s Court has clearly stated in the judicial interpreta⁃
tion its view from the perspective of infringement determina⁃
tion that“the courts shall not take into consideration the de⁃
sign features that are mainly dictated by technical func⁃
tion”, 1 whereas the administrative authority, from the per⁃

spective of validity examination, holds that“a special
shape exclusively determined by the function of a product
generally does not notably influence the overall visual ef⁃
fect”. 2 Comparatively speaking, the former recognizes the
composite attribute as an objective characteristic of a de⁃
sign and uses“mainly dictated by technical function”as
the criterion for identifying functional design features, while
in the determination of the scope of protection, excludes
functional design features from patent protection along with
other non⁃appearance features that are not directly observ⁃
able. 3 In contrast, the latter adopts a more stringent identifi⁃
cation criterion as it only recognizes a functional design fea⁃
ture where the shape of the product is“exclusively deter⁃
mined by the function”, while in practice takes a less se⁃
vere approach in that it does not absolutely exclude func⁃
tional design features from patent protection, but considers
their degree of influence on the overall visual effect being
different from other features.

These contrasting representations in the normative doc⁃
uments lead to divergence in understanding: one view
sticks to the original intention of design protection, holding
that a design patent only protects novel and ornamental fea⁃
tures of the design, and a functional design should be ex⁃
cluded from design protection. 4 As some local court also
clearly stated in its normative document,“in determining
the scope of protection of the design patent, contents of de⁃
sign that solely achieve functionality or technical effect
should be excluded” 5 Another view is more practical,
which holds that all designs of a granted design should fall
within the scope of protection, and one should not rashly ex⁃
clude a subjectively determined“functional design” or
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“functional feature”from the scope of protection. 6

2. Controversies in practice
The above ⁃ mentioned divergence has led to further

confusion in practice, especially in the identification of func⁃
tional design features, from which two well ⁃ known criteria
were generated, namely,“multiplicity of forms”and“no ⁃
aesthetic consideration”. The former focuses on examining
whether the design feature has alternative manner(s) of ex⁃
pression on the premise that the function of the product is
not affected, whereas the latter evaluates whether aesthetic
appeal is a factor of consideration in the design process of
the design feature. Take the administrative enforcement
case of Apple Inc. v. Beijing Intellectual Property Office
(2016), one party contended that the five distinguishing de⁃
sign features identified by the defendant are not functional
design features as none of them are features solely dictated
by the specific function to be performed by the product with
no aesthetic consideration, and moreover, a large number
of alternative designs are available. As for the opposite par⁃
ty, it asserted that functional design features refer to design
features primarily dictated by the function of a product, and
the five distinguishing technical features identified in the ap⁃
pealed decision are mainly designed to realize the function
of the product and need not be taken into consideration in
the similarity assessment. 7

II. Teachings from foreign experience
Issues related to functional design features have in fact

been one of the thorniest problems to tackle on both theoret⁃
ical and practical levels, not only in China, but in other juris⁃
dictions as well. Despite this, we can leverage the rich expe⁃
rience from foreign legislation and judicial practice to get a
better understanding of the functionality doctrine.
1. European Union (EU)
In the matter of the construction of functional design

features, the EU member states, the Office for Harmoniza⁃
tion in the Internal Market (OHIM), and the European Court
of Justice (ECJ) have been wavering all along. In accor⁃
dance with the provision on functional design features un⁃
der Article 8 (1) of the Council Regulation (EC) No 6/2002 of
12 December 2001 on Community designs (“Community
Designs Regulation”), a community design shall not subsist
in features of appearance of a product which are solely dic⁃
tated by its technical function. As to the construction of this
provision itself, both of the two criteria mentioned above

have been applied.
For the“no ⁃ aesthetic consideration”criterion, it origi⁃

nated from the AMP case of the UK, in which the court held
that the intention of the designer should be taken into con⁃
sideration when assessing whether a design is solely dictat⁃
ed by the function, that is, whether the designer gives con⁃
sideration solely to the technical function at the time of de⁃
sign. 8 However, since this approach was considered too
subjective and susceptible to abuse, the ECJ, in pursuit of
an objective assessment of a functional design, adopted in
subsequent cases the“multiplicity of forms”criterion, also
known as“alternative designs approach”. In Koninklijke
Philips Electronics NV v. Remington Consumer Products
Ltd., the Advocate General of the ECJ deemed that“a func⁃
tional design may, none the less, be eligible for protection if
it can be shown that the same technical function could be
achieved by another different form”. That is to say, only
when the technical function dictates all the design features
can the functionality doctrine be applied to exclude a de⁃
sign from patent protection. 9

The“multiplicity of forms”criterion narrows down the
construction of a functional design to such an extent that
people would not hastily exclude a design from protection
on functionality grounds. This view was once recognized by
many countries across Europe. 10 However, in the Lindner
Recyclingtech case of 2009, 11 the Board of Appeal of
OHIM responsible for examination and registration of de⁃
signs in Europe clarified the determination of functional de⁃
signs for the first time as follows: firstly, the“multiplicity of
forms”criterion has its defect because“under extreme cir⁃
cumstances where a product achieving the same function
exists in two different shapes only, the granting of protec⁃
tion still hinders technical progress”; and secondly, the“no⁃
aesthetic consideration”approach better reflects the objec⁃
tive of the functionality doctrine, but for the sake of arriving
at an objective judgment,“assessment should be made
from the perspective of an objective observer, instead of a
designer, that is, only when absolutely no considerations
other than functionality are discerned in a design (can the
design be excluded from protection on functionality
ground).”This rule was reiterated in the“Fluid Distribution
Equipment”case of 2010. 12

In March 2018, the ECJ provided the first statutory con⁃
struction on functional design features in DOCERAM GmbH
v. CeramTec GmbH, 13 deeming that the“no⁃aesthetic con⁃
sideration” criterion, in comparison with multiplicity of
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forms, is more in line with the original intention of design
protection. 14 In this case, the ECJ referred to the recital on
the legislative intent of Article 8.1 of the Community Designs
Regulation, which reads,“technological innovation should
not be hampered by granting design protection to features
dictated solely by a technical function”, 15 and inferred that
the said article gives consideration to visual factors rather
than the availability of alternative designs. The Advocate
General of this case explained that in practice, there are
products which may contain a specific design feature af⁃
fording very limited room for variation, wherein the variation
will not affect the realization of the technical solution of the
products; if the“multiplicity of forms”criterion is adopted, a
design can circumvent the restriction of Article 8.1 and get
protection as long as there is an alternative design, which
then offers a loophole for those who, by applying for regis⁃
tration of these limited design features, render other de⁃
signs to fall within the scope of protection of their design
patents regardless of how hard the other designers work at
designing the product’s appearance, thus giving rise to a
monopoly of the technical functions of products through de⁃
sign protection.
2. The United States
The US Patent Act sets forth no clear provisions for the

non⁃functionality of designs, but distinguishes a design pat⁃
ent from an invention patent by stipulating ornamentality as
a patentability requirement. 16 To be eligible for design pro⁃
tection, the subject matter must be an invention created for
ornamental purposes. An ornamental feature or design is
defined as one which is“created for the purpose of orna⁃
menting”and cannot be the result or“merely a by⁃product”
of functional or mechanical considerations. 17 This explains
why the US courts in early judicial practice held negative
views toward granting of patents to designs containing func⁃
tional design features and required that a design be grant⁃
ed only when it consists of ornamental features. 18 However,
the court in hearing the case of in re Garbo of 1961 took a
different attitude, emphasizing that“a design embodying
functional features may still be patentable …… although the
shape of many products merely embodies functionality, this
does not prevent the products from having an attractive ap⁃
pearance.”19

The US, as a quintessential common law jurisdiction,
adopted an inclusive attitude, in contrast with the EU’ s
swinging between the approaches, in the identification of
functional design features. It is, however, also because of

this attitude that the US has been unable to come up with a
clear and unambiguous criterion. In the famous Carlett
case of 1964, the US Court of Customs and Patent Appeals
held that“when a configuration is the result of functional
considerations only, the resulting design is not patentable
as an ornamental design.”20 This view, reflecting the princi⁃
ple of the no⁃aesthetic consideration, is regarded as one of
the statutory patentability requirements of the US for de⁃
signs containing functional features. 21

In the Avia case of 1988, the US Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit (CAFC) stressed the significance of the
multiplicity of forms criterion, stating that“[i]f the functional
aspect or purpose could be accomplished in many other
ways that [sic] is involved in this very design, that fact is
enough to destroy the claim that this design is primarily
functional.”22

Nevertheless, as a result of the discrepancy in under⁃
standing between different courts, the principle adopted in
the Avia case was blurred in subsequent judicial practice.
In some cases, only when the design of an article was sole⁃
ly dictated by the use or purpose of the article would the de⁃
sign be deemed unpatentable, 23 whereas in other cases, if
the design of an article was“primarily functional”, it was
deemed that patent grant to the design should be re⁃
fused. 24 It is not difficult to see that when it comes to the cri⁃
teria for design patent grant, the“solely dictated”require⁃
ment is easier to meet than the“primarily functional”one,
as in the former the right holders only need to prove the ex⁃
istence of alternative designs, whereas the latter requires
further proof on the basis of the former to the effect that a
design’s ornamentality is not less than its functionality. 25

To achieve a common understanding, the CAFC pro⁃
vided a more objective opinion in the Richardson case of
2010,“when the design also contains ornamental aspects,
it is entitled to a design patent whose scope is limited to
those aspects alone and does not extend to any functional
elements of the claimed article …… while ……, discounting
of functional elements must not convert the overall infringe⁃
ment test to an element⁃by⁃element comparison. In evaluat⁃
ing infringement, we determine whether the deception that
arises is a result of the similarities in the overall design, not
of similarities in ornamental features in isolation. …… the
overall visual effect of the Fubar [the accused design] is sig⁃
nificantly different from the Stepclaw [the patented de⁃
sign]. 26

Despite this effort, even in respect of the same criteri⁃
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on, say,“multiplicity of forms”, different courts still have di⁃
vergent views. For instance, in the Ethicon case (2011),
while the district court found that the alternative designs
provided by Ethicon would“work well”but“d[id] not look
alike”, and therefore could not be considered suitable alter⁃
natives, the CAFC deemed that there is no evidence to sup⁃
port that the aforementioned alternative designs are not fea⁃
sible. 27

III. Understanding of“functionality”
“Function”is the beneficial effect that a thing or meth⁃

od brings, and a product is made in order to bring benefi⁃
cial effect to production or life. As such, a product should
first and foremost has its function. 28 Since the function of a
product affects the shape, pattern or color of the product’s
appearance to a large extent, a designer should primarily
consider fulfilling the basic function of the product before
dealing with how to realize the configuration thereof and
what design techniques to employ to embrace the appear⁃
ance with an aesthetic appeal. However, considering that
the original intention of design protection is to encourage
the emergence of new designs rather than boost the devel⁃
opment of new technologies, and the protection for function
should belong to the sphere of the patent law, 29 Article
25.1 of the TRIPS Agreement has stipulated that design pro⁃
tection shall not“extend to designs dictated essentially by
technical or functional considerations”. This principle, as
the exclusion criterion for design protection, is recognized
worldwide. In the following we will delve into the connota⁃
tion of the principle from several aspects.
1. Clarifying the root of protection exclusion
Superficially, the exclusion of functional designs from

protection is intended to prevent overlapping with the pro⁃
tection under the patent law. As a matter fact, the underly⁃
ing purpose of such practice is to avoid technological mo⁃
nopoly and the resulting suppression of peer competition
by way of design patent grant. 30 It is noteworthy that some
designs may not create a monopoly on the existing technol⁃
ogy, if the technology therein is a new technology that can
be presented in a certain form of appearance only. For a
new technology, an inventor gets a patent grant only after
undergoing rigorous examination and assessment of the
patent system and satisfying various requirements pre⁃
scribed by the patent law, and such a grant will not affect
subsequent improvements made on that basis for achiev⁃

ing the same function. But things are different for a design.
Protection for a design merely covers the shape of a prod⁃
uct. If a designer incorporates the function of a product into
protection by way of a design patent grant, this will give rise
to a situation where subsequent designs will nonetheless
fall within the scope of protection of the patented design no
matter how hard subsequent designers work, as long as
their products achieve the same function, which as a result
will hinder the progress of subsequent technologies. The
Supreme People’s Court also echoed this line of thinking in
the“Wind Turbine”case of 2011, holding that“the design
of a product, in order to get patent protection, must pos⁃
sess aesthetic appeal in the sense of the patent law, which
means that, in addition to the realization of a product’s par⁃
ticular function, innovative improvement shall be made to
the visual effect of the product so that the product can em⁃
body an organic combination of functionality and aesthet⁃
ics. The design of a product that merely possesses function⁃
ality but no aesthetic appeal may seek protection by filing a
patent application for invention or utility model, instead of
that for design.”31

2. Understanding the implication of“functionality”from
multiple levels

A design is the outcome of functionality and artistry in
combination, which is one of the major reasons why it is not
protected under the patent law or copyright law. Between
ornamentality and functionality, it is not a relationship of di⁃
chotomy. Although the key concern of design patent protec⁃
tion lies in its ornamental features, it does not mean that the
design must not have any functionality at all because func⁃
tionality is an objective attribute of a product, which is also
the“de facto functionality”referred to by Justice Rich in the
Morton case. 32 In this regard, the US Manual of Patent Ex⁃
amining Procedure (MPEP) emphasized that there is differ⁃
ence between the ornamental design and the article em⁃
bodying the design, and the ornamentality of the design
should not be denied merely because of the“de facto func⁃
tionality”of the article. 33 What needs to be excluded from
the functionality doctrine in design protection is“de jure
functionality”, that is, the product cannot be expressed in
an appearance that is not dictated by the function, such as
when there is no alternative appearance that can achieve
the same function. 34

In fact, all designs are inevitably de facto functional
due to their attachment to the products. As to whether a de⁃
sign constitutes de jure functionality so that it is excluded
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from patent protection or just has a slight impact on the
overall visual effect, this requires further consideration. For
example, a cup of unique shape should at least serve the
function of water holding, which, however, does not affect
the cup’s eligibility for legal protection by means of its over⁃
all aesthetic appeal. Another example is a socket in an elec⁃
tric socket panel in which the socket phase number is high⁃
ly functional, and the change of a two ⁃ phase socket to a
three⁃phase socket is just a variation in the appearance of a
component dictated by the function that is prescribed by
the national standards in force. This can be regarded as an
example of de jure functionality whose degree of influence
on the overall visual effect of the product requires substan⁃
tial discounting.
3. Consideration on a case⁃by⁃case basis
It has been a tough issue in design protection as re⁃

gards how to draw a clear line between functionality and
non⁃functionality. Because of the abstraction of the function⁃
ality doctrine, some proposed that in light of the difficulty in
accurately defining the functionality of a design during the
examination of the design, a more objective conclusion
may be drawn during the infringement proceedings when
an accused infringer challenges the validity of a patented
design by making reference to its functionality and compari⁃
son needs to be made with the accused design, and as
such, postponing the assessment of functionality to a later
stage may help minimize errors in the judgment. 35 This pro⁃
posal seems to be a fairly feasible one. On the one hand,
due to the intrinsic characteristics of designs, it is hard to
accurately evaluate a design against the patentability crite⁃
ria during the examination phase, and such evaluation is
usually not substantively initiated until comparative study is
made during infringement analysis or examination is con⁃
ducted in invalidation proceedings. The non⁃functionality re⁃
quirements may certainly follow this rule, which means that
it is not necessary to draw a conclusion on issues such as
whether the design is solely dictated by functionality during
the examination phase. On the other hand, in the course of
a specific case, the court can judge the purpose for which
a product is designed and whether there are alternative de⁃
signs based on the evidence adduced by the parties. In oth⁃
er words, the determination of a functional design should
be made on practical rather than purely theoretical basis. 36

The ECJ has been aware of this issue when hearing the
DOCERAM case, and pointed out therein that in respect of
the examination according to Article 8.1 of the Community

Designs Regulation, it is not only necessary to observe the
design in suit itself, but also to take account of all the objec⁃
tive factors involved in the case, such as the focus of adver⁃
tising, the image of the product in the mind of the public,
and the designer’ s motive in designing the product. This
means that it is not possible for us to enumerate a set of ab⁃
stract criteria in advance and a final judgment must be
made by the court upon hearing the individual case. In con⁃
clusion, the ECJ held that instead of applying the“objective
observer”test that relies on generalization on theoretical ba⁃
sis without addressing the practical situation, the court
should take an overall consideration of all factors possibly
involved in a case and carry out an analysis to address the
specific circumstances of the case.

IV. Identification and application of
functional design features

Although accurate identification of functional design
features and reasonable grasp of their application in prac⁃
tice fall under an area of theoretical ambiguity and are
tricky in practice, they are unquestionably of great signifi⁃
cance in the development of a protection system befitting
the characteristics of designs.
1.“Aesthetic factor”being not a required condition
One of the reasons why the application of functionality

doctrine causes confusion in practice is that we tend to pay
too much attention to the manner of construction of function⁃
ality, and jump directly to determination of functionality
while neglecting a very basic question, which is, what fea⁃
tures or factors fall within the scope of functionality. As a
matter of fact, be it the requirement of“aesthetic appeal”
under the China’s Patent Law or that of“ornamentality”un⁃
der the US Patent Act, they are both highly subjective and
easily affected by the artistic taste and aesthetic literacy of
those who make the judgment. This explains why the EU re⁃
ceived much acclaim when it did not include“ornamentali⁃
ty”in the design patentability requirement in drafting the
Design Protection Act. Some even commented that“this ob⁃
viously is a major advancement of the legal regime for de⁃
sign protection by averting the possibility of muddling orna⁃
mentality and functionality”. 37

It is out of the foregoing concern that the OHIM Board
of Appeal in the Lindner case expressed the view that re⁃
quiring a design to embody both“artistic considerations”
and“visual appeal”in order to be granted 38 is in conflict
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with the statement in the Community Designs Regulation
that“(to prove that it is not dictated solely by functionality,)
this does not entail that a design must have an aesthetic
quality”, because the requirement has incorporated con⁃
tents that do not belong to the functionality doctrine into the
assessment of the functionality of a design. In the DOCER⁃
AM case, the ECJ reiterated that“in terms of patent grant
criterion, (exclusion of functional design features) does not
entail that a design must have an aesthetic quality”. 39 That
is to say, what the“no ⁃ aesthetic consideration”criterion
concerns is the consideration given to aesthetic factor in
the design process, rather than the sense of beauty dis⁃
played by the product incorporating the design.

In recent years, some US scholars, perhaps out of the
awareness of the above problem, have put forward propos⁃
als to request amendment to the ornamentality criterion in
the patent law and soften its impact on the determination of
design functionality. 40 In the opinion of this author, irrespec⁃
tive of whether the wording of“aesthetic appeal”is to be
amended in the China’s Patent Law, we should make sure
that no assessment should be directly made on the basis of
whether a design possesses aesthetic appeal, at least in
the judgment of whether the design is ineligible for protec⁃
tion on the grounds of functionality.
2. Assessment based on overall appearance
When determining whether a design is primarily func⁃

tional or ornamental, the claimed design must be viewed as
a whole. This is because in the determination of whether the
claimed design is dictated by the function of the product,
the ultimate test is on the overall appearance of the prod⁃
uct, rather than the functionality or ornamentality of a single
feature of the product. 41 The significance of identifying a
functional design feature lies in reasonable evaluation of
the impact of the functional design feature on the overall vi⁃
sual effect, instead of completely repudiating its value. In
the design infringement case of Apple Inc. v. Samsung
(2015), the CAFC dismissed Samsung’s claims that“(func⁃
tional design features) should be excluded from infringe⁃
ment analysis”, reiterating the overall observation rule in the
Richardson case, and holding that“solely dictated by func⁃
tionality”is only to describe the fact, instead of establishing
the rule to exclude the element from patent protection. 42

In the“Wind Turbine”case, the Supreme People’s
Court emphasized that average consumers are mainly con⁃
cerned about“the change in the overall visual effect of a
design, and will not, because of a change in the technical

effect accompanying the variation of a design element, pay
extra visual attention to the difference in that design ele⁃
ment.”43 The court expressed a similar view in the“Logic
Programming Switch”case of 2012, further expounding
that different kinds of design features exert different influ⁃
ences on the overall visual effect of a product:“functional
design features usually do not have notable impact on the
overall visual effect of a design, while ornamental features
generally have an impact on the overall visual effect of a de⁃
sign; as for design features that are both functional and or⁃
namental, the degree of ornamentality should be factored in
when assessing their impact on the overall visual effect,
wherein the more ornamental the design features are, the
larger impact they are likely to have on the overall visual ef⁃
fect, and vice versa”. 44

In the Chennuo case of 2014, the Supreme People’s
Court made a clear statement in response to the role of de⁃
sign features that are both functional and ornamental, hold⁃
ing that“for products such as pole contactors and circuit
breakers, the pole surface of the products, subject to the in⁃
fluence of functionality, is all arranged with raised corruga⁃
tions, but the specific shape, density, and distribution of
corrugations on the pole surface are not solely dictated by
the function of the products. Hence, the specific variation in
design of the corrugations should be taken into account
when assessing whether the designs of these kinds of prod⁃
ucts are identical or similar. And the accused product is nei⁃
ther identical nor similar to the patented design in suit.”45

A similar view was expressed by the CAFC in the Ethi⁃
con case:“if viewed in isolation, (functional design fea⁃
tures) will lose their specific significance, nor will it be possi⁃
ble to evaluate the shape from the perspective of design
space. Therefore, whether a design is functional requires
viewing the claimed design in its entirety.”46

A scholar in summing up the above view opined that
even if there is a change of the functional feature or func⁃
tional effect, the assessment on whether designs are similar
should be made in the manner of“overall observation and
comprehensive judgment”on the basis of whether the varia⁃
tion in design feature brought by the change has a notable
impact on the overall visual effect. 47

3. Integrated consideration of the reasonableness of
various criteria

Although the ECJ adopted the“no⁃aesthetic consider⁃
ation”approach in the DOCERAM case, deeming that it
can better reflect the original intention of design protection,
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in this author’s opinion, it does not mean the abandonment
of the“multiplicity of forms”test. Actually, the integrated ap⁃
plication of both criteria in a case may be more advanta⁃
geous to the accurate identification of functional design fea⁃
tures. It is just for this reason that the Supreme People’s
Court pointed out in the“Logic Programming Switch”case
(2012) that“if the design feature has no room for aesthetic
consideration, it obviously is a functional design feature. If
[it is] …… one of the limited designs for achieving a certain
function, this is strong evidence to prove that the design fea⁃
ture is a functional feature. The criterion for determining a
functional design feature does not lie in availability of de⁃
sign alternatives, but in whether the consideration for aes⁃
thetic appeal is unnecessary.”48 In addition to clarifying the

“no⁃aesthetic consideration”criterion, the court has also af⁃
firmed the room for application of the“multiplicity of forms”
criterion to some extent. This is a case of guiding signifi⁃
cance in the sense that the Supreme People’s Court first in⁃
dicated therein its stand toward the criteria for identifying
functional design features and the role of these features.

The judge of this case commented that“the correlation
between the availability of design alternatives and function⁃
al design features embodies a relationship between phe⁃
nomenon and essence of functional design features, ……
the essence lies in whether a design feature is solely dictat⁃
ed by the particular function with no need for aesthetic con⁃
sideration ……. whereas the phenomenon may be manifest⁃
ed as a design feature with no design alternatives (exclusivi⁃
ty in design feature selection) or merely with limited alterna⁃
tives. …… The exclusivity or limited alternatives of design
features, because of their correlation with functional design
features, can be taken as the evidence for assessment of
functional design features.”49 This comment may be regard⁃
ed as an exact summary of the correlation between the two
criteria.

As regards the controversy surrounding whether to use
the “exclusivity” or “limited alternatives” approach in the
assessment of the“multiplicity of forms”, the Supreme Peo⁃
ple’s Court has in fact made a response in the“Shower
Head”case:“Functional design features fall under two
types: one is the sole design to achieve a particular func⁃
tion, the other is one of the multiple designs to achieve a
particular function, wherein the design is solely dictated by
the particular function to be achieved and does not concern
aesthetic consideration.”50 Similarly, the court in Apple Inc.
v. the Beijing Intellectual Property Office further explained

that“if the design feature of a product is primarily dictated
by its function, it is impossible to show its innovation and
contribution to the aesthetic appeal of the design, and this
is the root cause for not considering the functional design
features in the assessment of the overall visual effect of a
design. A design feature solely dictated by function is sure⁃
ly a functional design feature given that aesthetic consider⁃
ation is out of the question; as for a design feature primarily
dictated by function, it should also be determined as a func⁃
tional design feature if the feature is designed for non⁃aes⁃
thetic reasons.”51

In other words, regardless of the“exclusivity”or“limit⁃
ed alternatives”approach, both have their meaningful role
in the assessment of functional design features, but both
have to be applied in conjunction with the“no ⁃ aesthetic
consideration”criterion. It is perhaps based on the same
consideration that the Beijing High People’s Court did not
adhere rigidly to either of the above two approaches when
formulating the Guidelines for Patent Infringement Determi⁃
nation, but instead presented the functional design features
in a more well⁃rounded way as“design features limitedly or
solely dictated by the function and formed regardless of
aesthetic factors”52

4. Incorporation of design space into assessment
“Design space”, also known as design freedom, refers

to the degree of freedom available to a designer in creating
a particular product design. In the EU,“design space”is
written into the Community Designs Regulation as part of
the substantive content of the patentability criteria for“origi⁃
nality”, and in judicial practice, is taken as an important fac⁃
tor for evaluating whether a design in suit meets the require⁃
ment for patentability and complies with the scope of pro⁃
tection. In China,“design space”was introduced to the le⁃
gal domain when appearing for the first time in the Interpre⁃
tation (II) of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues
Concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Patent In⁃
fringement Disputes, as a term considered to be capable of
more accurately defining the knowledge level and cognitive
capabilities of average consumers. 53

The extent of design space and the functionality doc⁃
trine, both as important concepts of the design protection
system, are closely relevant, particularly in the application
of the“multiplicity of forms”criterion in practice. In respect
of a design feature, the greater the design space, the more
alternative designs will be available, thus more consider⁃
ation can be given to the aesthetic factor, and its functional⁃
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ity will be weaker; conversely, the smaller the design space,
the less alternative designs will be available, and the appli⁃
cation of the aesthetic factor will be limited, thus the func⁃
tionality will be stronger. In light of this, the UK court in the
design infringement case of Samsung Electronics (UK) Lim⁃
ited v. Apple Inc. (2012) concluded that“functions of a
product and parts thereof are key constraints of design
space. For design features that are both functional and aes⁃
thetic, in the infringement determination of the design, we
must take into account the design space as well as the ex⁃
isting design corpus for the product incorporating the de⁃
sign or parts thereof.”54

In fact, China has started analyzing the relationship be⁃
tween design space and functional design features in its ju⁃
dicial practice some years ago. In the“Bridgestone Tire”
case of 2010, the Supreme People’s Court pointed out that

“in the design of a tire, one certainly has to take into ac⁃
count such features as those related to safety performance,
steering performance, braking performance, wear and tear,
skid resistance, heat dissipation, and noise reduction. But
on the premise that the requirements for the above func⁃
tions are met, there is still a high degree of freedom in the
design of the tire including the tread pattern and layout on
the main tire surface, which is not solely dictated by practi⁃
cal functionality. Variation in the tire tread pattern and layout
can lead to different overall visual effects on different
tires.”55 It is not difficult to see from this case that the inte⁃
grated application of the design space and functional de⁃
sign features is aiming at the ultimate goal of evaluation of
the degree of impact of a design feature on the overall visu⁃
al effect of a product incorporating the design.■
The author: Judicial assistant at the Intellectual Property
Tribunal of the Supreme People’s Court
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近日，國家知識産權局最新統計顯示，2019 年上半年，

中國在“一帶一路”沿綫國家專利申請公開量平穩增加，專利

授權質量保持高水平，涉及的技術領域和國民經濟行業結構

不斷優化。

數據顯示，今年上半年中國在“一帶一路”沿綫國家專利

申請公開 3125 件，較 2018 年同期增加 13 件，获得授權專

利 1558 件。從體現專利重要程度的指標看，授權專利的平

均權利要求項數爲 14.8，同族數量平均爲 12 個，充分顯示中

國在沿綫國家的授權專利質量保持在較高水平。

上半年中國在“一帶一路”沿綫國家專利申請涉及的前

十産業中，計算機、通信和其他電子設備製造業是專利申請

公開涉及最多的産業，儀器儀表製造業、化學原料和化學製

品製造業、軟件和信息技術服務業、通用設備製造業居第二

至五位。

上半年中國在“一帶一路”沿綫國家專利申請人排名中，

華爲技術有限公司、廣東歐珀（OPPO）移動通信有限公司、中

國平安科技（深圳）有限公司、美的集團有限公司和京東方科

技集團股份有限公司位列前五。

從“一帶一路”沿綫國家在華專利申請數量上看，2019

年上半年提交專利申請 1.1683 萬件，同比增長 3.0%，涉及

40 個沿綫國家。同時，上半年“一帶一路”沿綫國家在華專利

授權 8029 件，同比增長 16.2%。2019 年上半年“一帶一路”

沿綫國家在華實現專利申請與授權量“雙增長”。

（來源：中國知識産權報）

2019年上半年中國在“一帶一路”沿綫國家專利申請穩中有增
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